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Woven on a 3” X 6 ½ ” tulip D handle (on left); 3”X5” base; 6 3/4” X 5” X 4 ½ deep at rim

Materials:

3/8” ff stakes

3@ 17”
4@ 15”
(inside rim)
1 @ 22”; 1 @ 3”
¼” fo weavers (dyed)
9@ 21” (graduated from 18”-21”)
11/64” fo (natural)
8@ 21”
(lashing)
about 65”
#2 rr to lock-in base
about 72” (6 ft.)
#3 rr rims
about 200“ (16 ft.)
#4 rr or sea grass
rim filler about 22”
One small tulip D handle

Base: Place the three 17” stakes horizontally with the handle passing
vertically under the center stake. Weave two 15” stakes vertically on each
side of the handle. Twine two rows with #2 rr around the base to create a
3” x 5” base. (Negative space is 8 squares @½”.)
Sides: Upset and begin weaving with a dyed weaver passing over the handle.
The shape flares following the angle of the handle to an oval about 6 ¾” x 5” at
the rim. Alternate dyed and natural weavers for 17 rows. Triple twine three
rows with step up.

Cut and tuck all stakes, bending three of these over the 3” length of 3/8”ff to
one side of the handle. This will serve as an anchor for your lashing. (I found
it helped to eliminate bulk by cutting the stakes on either side of the handle
flush with the triple twining.)
Rims: Lay the remaining 3/8” ff along the inside of the triple twined rows.
(Overlap opposite the anchor piece.) Clip or cable tie the rim with the filler
between these two layers. Lash with 11/64” fo, forming Xs at the handle.
(For the slightly narrower tulip handle, shown on the right above,
dimensions will be closer to 4”x7” at the rim. Experiment by adding a row
each of 3/16” and ¼” to give a bit more depth and width to the basket.)
Et voilà!
I hope you enjoy this fun little basket. I have used them for Christmas gifts
and I keep extra clothes pins handy in mine. Small Easter baskets anyone?
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